From 1960, most of the African nations got their political independence. Many countries started to establish national and regional vision about the future. Then some political scientist, state men and scholars came out with a new philosophy called socialism. The concept of socialism was at the same time philosophical and ideological conviction made to promote national and regional unity in Africa. Unfortunately, the concept was misunderstood by most of the leaders to some extent, but also, the lack of good will led some others to mislead their own people by fighting against the idea of socialism. The fact that many Africans were not educated, contributed to the growth and expansion of socialism with effectiveness. For all these reasons, the application of socialism was difficult, even impossible. In this article, we are trying to explain the main reason of the failure of this political and philosophical thought and set a new trend for the new generation.
The concept of socialism was also conceived by African scholars as a platform of ideological and political thoughts and writings. It was conceived in order to encourage one another and promote the hope that the restoration of African people was possible. This political concept was created and developed by African leaders for African Countries and for a common goal. It was unfortunate that there was a contrast between the meaning of the concept and the real intention of some leaders. Very soon socialism became just a simple theory between lips.
Because conceptually, African socialism was so strong and meaningful. But through the attitude of some leaders, you could notice the gap between what socialism means and what they are doing. The simple example is the fact that some leaders were involved in corruption which was against the principles of socialism. That is why the authors think that for some leaders, it was just concept and nor conviction.
The other problem with African socialism was the inability of citizens to understand the concept. For example, When Nyerere wrote about essays on socialism, many active party workers and also many teachers in Tanzania and civil servants remained unclear about the most important principles of socialism. In such case, how can somebody expect the other citizens to understand? [1] In the same book, we can read in introduction: "socialism, like democracy, is an attitude of mind. In a socialist society it is the socialist attitude of mind, and not the rigid adherence to a standard political pattern, which is needed to ensure that the people care for each other's welfare." [1] This inability of citizens to understand socialism can be explained by the high intellectual level of those who conceived the concept compared to the numberless uneducated citizens. When the intellectual like Nyerere and others conceived the concept, they forgot that a great number of people would not understand.
One truth remains about socialism: it is the source of restoration of Africa. Even though the first trial failed, socialism is still the main door needed by African people to step into the true independence. The neo-socialism should be the political battle for African leaders to move forward. The new generation should use the lessons from the failure of socialism to empower the new-socialism. To do so, we have to build and develop strategies of information from top to down.
The Genesis of African Socialism
We can define African socialism as an attempt to recapture and modernize the communal way of life practiced by the traditional African before the contact with the world and values of the white man. Nkrumah defined socialism in a special way when he wrote: "Socialism is a form of social organization which, guided by the principles underlying communism, adopts procedures and measures made necessary by demographic and technological developments" [2] . In this perspective the socialism has to fit with the reality of the society. Tom Mboya, one of the Kenyans political figure conceived African socialism as the best way to restore national values. He was truly and genuinely attached to tradi- African socialism as a philosophy and an ideological conviction, Nkrumah was trying to make a room for each citizen in the concept. Even though the leaders were more focused on the cultural aspect more than a political aspect in most of their discourse; in the practice it was a kind of political system. The fact that many people were not educated, African socialism was the affair of those who were involved in politics. The battle was more political position than a cultural movement. From the beginning we could see the conflict between the theory and the practice. Nyerere has given one of the wonderful definitions of African socialism. According to him: "African socialism is essentially an attitude of the mind which involves a change in personal attitude and a reconciliation of individuals" [1] ; this perspective was actually the real need. Changing begins with setting a new state of mind. But to be able to change the mind of somebody, that person has to be exposed to ideological influences and good examples. Unfortunately, African intellectuals failed to developed unity among themselves. As they were divided into political tendency, the citizens also were divided. That was the main reason of the failure of African socialism. It was like promoting unity and division at the same time. The first work had to be done among scholars and intellectuals first and citizens later.
The term "socialism" was a powerful concept which was rich of meaning. It was a complex concept with multidisciplinary targets. It was a complex of social purposes regarding economic policies, organizational patterns, state structure, and ideologies which would led Africa in the achievement of its holistic success.
The main idea was to grant African society the socialist vision which will reconcile the humanism of traditional African life with the modern intellectual community [2] . We can say in a short way that the main purpose was to empower Africa in diverse dimension. As many African countries gained independence during the 1960s, some of these fresh governments rejected the ideas of capital- 
Socialism as Afro Marxism
The traditional African society was founded on principles of egalitarianism and In His book Essays on socialism Nyerere gave the real picture of socialism:
"The true socialist may not exploit its fellows. So that if the members of any group within our society are going to argue that, because they happen to be contributing more to the national income than some other groups, they must therefore take for themselves a greater share of the profits of their own industry than they actually need; and if they insist on this in spite of the fact that it would mean reducing their group's contribution to the general income and thus slowing down the rate at which the whole community can benefit, then that group is exploiting (or trying to exploit) its fellow human being. It is displaying a capitalist attitude of mind." [1] . It means that any attitude of exploitation of one's fellow human may be against the principles and ethics of socialism. So the spirit of socialism is against exploitation. That is one of the reasons of the battle of Marx.
In his book the communist manifesto we read: "The distinguishing feature of communism is not the abolition of property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. But modern bourgeois private property is the final and most complete expression of the system of producing and appropriating product, that is based on class antagonisms, on the exploitation of the many by the few." [3] That's why when bourgeois society is destroyed, national differences and antagonisms between people are daily more and more vanishing. Then the exploitation of one individual by another is put an end as well the exploitation of one nation by another. This level is the proof of the political supremacy of the proletariat. According to Marx and Engels, the abolition of classes will allow the reorganization of the structure of the society. Then instead of a majority working for the minority, the entire society will then be part of production. The communism is focused on honest production and equable distribution [3] . 
The Collapse of African Socialism
The collapse of African socialism has diverse reasons. In this research we shall be focused on the following: problem of consistency, Misunderstanding of the concept, Lack of trust in the vision, Lack of security strategy.
Problem of Reconciliation (Direct Consequence of Colonialism)
In his book entitled "Class struggle in Africa" Nkrumah raised an importance issue which is the diverse differences between African Countries in politics and socio-economic patterns. When some were still in a deep traditional conservatism, some others were in a high industrialization and others were in between modernism and traditional. This reality made the task of synchronization between Countries difficult. Different Countries, different realities, and different interest. The first difficulty was regional reconciliation. The other problem, national reconciliation, was even worst. Colonialism has created two major classes:
privileged classes and oppressed classes [5] . The first one was in the mercy of imperialists and the second one was abused. It was difficult to build trust between these two classes. As the main idea of African socialism was the restora- 
Misunderstanding of the Concept
Some African political leaders and thinkers used the concept "socialism" accordingly, when they described it as a complex of social purposes such as economic policies, organizational patterns, state structure, and ideologies which can lead African nations to their destiny. For such leaders, the purpose to unit African society in the socialist direction has benefits such as harmonize the humanism of Keita was arrested, because they misunderstood his politics. The socialism was for the citizens, but unfortunately they couldn't understand. That one can be explained by the consequence of ignorance of the majority. Also many citizens
were not ready for sacrifice. Socialism as Nyerere mentioned does not appear it has to be built. So one can say that the Citizens were more focused on today than tomorrow. It's always difficult to win a battle you are fighting on the behalf of somebody who sees you as an enemy. The contrast was so obvious, because the educated people were running after positions, the ignorant ones were confused and the socialists' idealists were under multiple pressures such as pressure from assimilated intellectuals, pressures from colonialists and pressure from the citizens they were fighting for.
Lack of Agreement in the Vision
The other leaders, such as Nyerere, Nkrumah, Sekou Toure, Modibo Keita trusted in the success of socialism. They even suggested that African should exploit their cultures and value to build a system which is completely different from capitalism. A new system conceived by Africans and applied in Africa for the sake of citizens. African socialism claimed that it was neither the opposite of capitalism, nor a response to it, but something completely different.
Leopold S. Senghor, although favoring some kind of return to African communalism but insisted on the fact that the refashioned African society must accommodate the "positive contribution" of colonial rule, "such as the economic and technical infrastructure and the French educational system". The economic and technical infrastructure of even French colonialism and the French educational system must be assumed, though this can be shown to be imbued with a particular socio-political philosophy. Senghor has, indeed, given an account of the nature of the return to Africa. His account is highlighted by statements using some of his own words: that the African is "a field of pure sensation"; that he does not measure or observe, but "lives" a situation; and that this way of acquiring "knowledge" by confrontation and intuition is "negro-African"; the acquisition of knowledge by reason, "Hellenic".
Lack of Security Strategy
One of the biggest mistakes of African socialism was the absence of military strategy [6] .
With the time the old master came into the "dance" in order to destroyed
African vision about complete independence [7] . It was difficult for each country The observation of Nkrumah is still relevant now in our days, due to the fact that the structure of the Army and the police does not give confidence to the citizens.
In most African countries we do have army of repression not a defensive army.
It's difficult for our armies to stand before the enemy to protect the interest of the nation [9] .
What Lesson to Learn about African Politics?
Even 
Put Emphasis on Education
One of the mega issues in African politics is education systems and programs.
Most of time, the contents of schooling program are inspired from western pattern. But western society and African society are two completely different realities. Understanding that Africa is historically and culturally rich, shall be one of the targets to be fulfilled. The key question in that fact is: which kind of citizen is needed for Africa? The success criteria must be defined according to the need and work accordingly. It's so easier for an African citizen even leader to sacrifice his own nation with the promise of exile. It's true that during colonization African were forced to be taken out of the continent. But now nobody is forcing, but the move is still going on. Africa needs powerful ideological teaching about human value, nationalism, the importance of hard work. In that case, China may be a right source of inspiration [12] .
In China, under Mao, a discipline, educated, united and hard worker citizen was needed, that's why Mao was able to succeed. But you can never succeed to establish unity when there is controversial issue among people. Knowing that, Mao could say: "The only way to settle questions of an ideological nature or controversial issues among the people is by the democratic method, the method of discussion, of criticism, of persuasion and education, and not by the method of coercion or repression. To be able to carry on their production and studies effectively and to arrange their lives properly, the people want their government and those in charge of production and of cultural and educational organizations to issue appropriate orders of an obligatory nature. It is common sense that the maintenance of public order would be impossible without such administrative regulations. Administrative orders and the method of persuasion and education complement each other in resolving contradictions among the people. Even administrative regulations for the maintenance of public order must be accompanied by persuasion and education, because in many cases regulations alone will not work" [13] . 
Set a New Vision to Establish a New Trend
A man without vision is likely going to fulfill somebody else's vision unconsciously. Likewise a people without vision is ready to be exploit by another. When young people think about their destiny, they will fight the right battle for it. The very need is to help the new generation that there is hope in Africa, and that there are that hope. Then African leaders should train the young people and trust them to do better. The new socialism should be the global vision about the development of Africa in the whole continent. African should stop importing things that they can produce locally. In his book entitled new colonialism, Nkrumah wrote: "African States are importing large amounts of food than ever before from abroad. This trend must be stopped by a carefully planned expansion of our own agriculture" [14] . The new generation should be trained to love local production than local farmers will be encouraged to produce more. At the same time trade and agriculture will grow up. Time has come for African to open eyes and see far for the sake of the destiny of Africa.
Another aspect is to refuse African land to the unnecessary battle place. When you look at the different rebellion groups in Africa, they are trained and equipped by other people to fight their own country mate. The war in Africa is no more border issues but inside matters. Until citizens develop ideological interest for their own nation, rebellion will continue.
Conclusion
Firstly, the African socialism failed mainly because of African leaders. Secondly, communal co-existence suggested by African socialism for the present African socialism is not plausible in an over populated geographical area as the African states, except if sanctions will be applied in proportions to the populations.
However, that could be a drift towards capitalism. Communalism is not peculiar to Africa. It is found in traditional industrial societies all over the world. Thirdly, African socialists assert that the bond of brotherhood and unity, in the tradition-DOI: 10.4236/jss.2018.62003 36 Open Journal of Social Sciences al society of Africa was very strong; they therefore suggest that these brotherhood and unity should be encouraged in the modern society. This is really a good suggestion; but then if the bond of brotherhood and unity was that strong, why did Africans sell their fellow African brothers into slavery in exchange for the goods of the white man? [15] 
